Case Study: Developing and Building Home Improvement Programs
Overview
A leading global provider of innovative professional cleaning solutions markets national brand products to Home Depot,
Lowe’s and other retailers.
They engaged Enhanced Retail Solutions’ consulting when the erratic nature of Home Depot’s replenishment system
(CARS), combined with the very limited view of retail sales made wholesale forecasting very difficult and costly.
Enhanced Retail Solutions (ERS) software quickly parsed and normalized Home Depot’s door level EDI 852 documents to
create door level weekly sales and inventory reports. Not only was this company able to get a better handle on sales,
they also were able to identify store execution issues: A great many stores had not set certain programs; even with CARS
there were other stores that experienced stock outs. They were able to learn seasonal velocity trends and get a “second
opinion” on forecasting and replenishment. In fact they asked us to add Lowe’s to our analysis and with it identified
errors in Lowe’s reordering on two separate occasions. They brought those opportunities to the buyer’s attention who
quickly rectified them.
The Enhanced Retail Solutions’ Partnership
Using Enhanced Retail Solutions’ services, the manufacturer was able to quickly improve inventory productivity at retail,
and improve their wholesale inventory position. In this case they did not want to hire and manage an analyst, as the
amount of work did not warrant a full time position (ERS also provides software to companies who have planners on
staff). As it does with all its clients, Enhanced Retail Solutions performed an active and integral role in the
manufacturer’s team, providing information and analysis crucial to improving the accuracy of wholesale planning and
sell through at store level.
From A to Z
This case study provides an outline of the strategy and tools employed from the beginning of the process - pinpointing
stock level aberrations at door level - to monitoring performance and providing the retailer with actionable
recommendations to constantly improve the business. For confidentiality reasons we have masked the name of the
client and their numbers and altered report formats, concepts while keeping true to end results.
Getting the Retailer Bonded
Not wanting to disrupt an otherwise healthy relationship with the buyer, our client needed to find a way to bring to light
the problems that existed in the retailer’s inventory planning process. They were able to meet that goal by creating a
fact based set of reports, along with a roadmap of how to fix the problems. The first step was to introduce the visually
appealing Weekly Analyst Report (see page 2) that shows:
•
•

Detailed sales and inventory statistics for each item showing velocity, unit and dollar sales and productivity at
store level.
The number of stores that are sold out and their unit sales. The goal is to fix the model stock for these stores so
they consistently have enough inventory to service the needs of the customer.
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•

The number of stores with inventory, but no sales and their on hand. Most likely these stores have the
merchandise in a stock room, and not on the sales floor. These stores bring down the overall sell through and
hamper our ability to determine the appropriate inventory level because their sales cannot be predicted.
Weekly Analyst Report
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One item in particular has the biggest in-stock problem. The analysis shows that the super mop has 762 stores (38% of
the stores) have run completely out of inventory. Fixing that problem will have an immediate effect on productivity, but
should also increase sales significantly because demand is currently greater than supply.
These sample reports show the store detail for those stores in the Weekly Analyst Report that are completely sold out,
and stores that have inventory and no sales. These reports were provided to the buying team to help them make
adjustments in the model stock for each store, and to send a communication to stores to improve their execution. Our
client presented the information in a non-threatening way- as a service that the buying team can take advantage of
should they chose to. Presenting the information in this manner made the buying team much more engaged and they
took action quickly.
Stores with no stock

Stores with stock and no sales

Understanding Where Items Sell
Once model stocks and inventory levels for each item were adjusted we studied the geographic and demographic
makeup of the top and bottom performing stores. If we know that particular region sells a particular item better than
another our client can make better recommendations to the buyer on how to allocate new items and continually fine
tune the store distribution on existing items in the line.
While this exercise is the buyer’s job, they simply don’t have the time and resources to do this for every single SKU in the
thousands of stores that they manage. A vendor who can provide fact-based, actionable information to help the buyer
make decisions becomes a very valuable resource – creating a competitive advantage.
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The Store Ranking and Performance report sorts stores based on total units sold and sell through for a given time period.
It then provides a composite ranking which is simply the average of the sales and sell through rankings. For example: if a
store is ranked number 1 in sales and number 3 in sell through, their average ranking is 2 (2=(1 + 3) /2). Finally stores are
sorted by average ranking and the final composite ranking is derived. This allows a store that may not have received a lot
of inventory to move up on the ranking if they sold through quicker than others. Doing this highlights potential sales
opportunities and inventory problems.
Store Ranking and Performance Report with composite rankings

For store chains with thousands of stores it can be difficult to glean regional performance levels by just looking at the
report. As a final step, we map the top 100 and bottom 100 stores and highlight them with different colors. In this
example you can clearly see that the top performing stores in blue are located primarily in coastal areas, and poor
performing stores in red are in the Mid West and South.
Mapping top and bottom stores
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While the map shows performance based on geography, the Demographic Summary shows the demographic profile of
the top and bottom stores. Understanding who lives in the communities of the best stores (their age, ethnicity, income,
education, etc.) will enable us to match products to the targeted consumer. This a much more accurate way to allocate
products than simply assigning each store a sales volume level based on total population. Just because there are a lot of
people living in a particular region does not mean they are the intended consumer for that product. For example, placing
a luxury item in a store that has a large low income population would be disastrous.
Super Mop demographic makeup chart

The demographic profile compares various characteristics for the top and bottom stores against the U.S. average, the
average of all stores in the distribution for the item and the retailer’s profile for all their stores in the chain. A number in
green represents a characteristic 5% or more above the U.S. average; a number in red represents a characteristic 5% or
more below the U.S. average. The profile shows that the top selling stores are located in communities where the
average age is 35.3, primarily White Asian or Hispanic, single with less kids and higher education and income levels as
compared to the U.S. average. Behind the summary lies a list of each store and their respective demographics. This
allows us to find other stores in the chain that currently don’t have distribution on this item to suggest adding them to
the distribution. This profile can also be used to allocate new items that are similar in character to this item or use this
information to allocate the same or a new item to a competing retailer- minimizing the risk of initial allocation to those
stores that we know have the best chance of selling it. It also works in reverse – Our client can suggest not shipping
merchandise to stores in markets we know don’t have the targeted consumer.
These initial analyses allowed us to fix the model stock problems at store level, improve store execution and develop an
understanding of where and why products are selling. The next phase is to develop an internal model to plan and
manage wholesale inventory.
Developing an Appropriate Model for Planning Wholesale Inventory
By adjusting the model stock for each item in each store, sales and inventory levels will become more predictable
enabling production planning to become more accurate. Sales stabilized and we were able to start seeing trends. With 6
months of history, and overall category sales which the buyer provided, we were able to construct “sales curves” that
shows the expected peaks and lulls (seasonality) in business for each week. With a curve you can estimate future sales
(and calculate a desired level of inventory) by dividing any known sales for a given time period by the sum of curve
percentages for that same period of time. The curves enable us to improve the receipt flow both on a wholesale level
and retail level. There can be different curves for different items as seasonality may be different based on the nature of
an item. For instance, we all know snow shovels sell more in the winter months, rakes more in spring and fall. The more
sales history you have, the more accurate a curve can be.
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The Sales by Week Report simply shows the history by week for any given period of time for both unit and dollar sales. It
is a good idea to track sales against the plan (curve %) to see if any unexpected trends have occurred.
Sales by week report

This graph is a visual representation of the sales by week report. Each week’s sales is divided by the total annual sales to
come up with each week’s curve %. In this case we have 2 years of history and you can see that for the most part even
thought the level of sales is different; the 2 lines follow a similar path.

Now that we have established a sales curve, together with a weeks of supply model we can estimate future sales and an
appropriate starting inventory level for each period. The goal is to blend the retail sales forecast with the wholesale
inventory (available to ship and future production on order) and build a schedule for future wholesale buys. This is
particularly important with auto-replenishment programs such as CARS which are reactive (the reorder quantity
matches the sale quantity on a one-to-one basis).
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Step 1 takes year to date sales and divides it by the sum of curve percentages for all those weeks. In this example, we
sold 61,754 units over the last 49 weeks, and those 49 weeks were worth 96.5% of the total year (curve %). We now
divide the sales units by the curve % to come up with the total potential across the curve- 63,994 units (61,754/.965).
Store sales and inventory statistics for the item with wholesale inventory

The next step involves running a simple open to buy schedule for each week (or month). The calculated beginning on
hand (Calc BOH) adds the estimated sales for each week for the number of weeks of supply. In this case, the weeks of
supply model is 14 weeks and the next 14 weeks of estimated sales adds up to 14,847. We start the period with the
quantity (unless the actual on hand is higher, in this case it is), subtract sales and add and orders expected to come in
during the period. The result is the ending on hand (EOH). We can now compare the ending on hand for the current
period to the calculated beginning on hand for the next period. If the ending on hand is higher, we don’t need to buy
anything for this period, and the actual beginning on hand for the next period is the ending on hand for the previous
period. If the ending on hand for the current period is lower than the calculated beginning on hand for the next period,
the difference is the buy that needs to be placed to ensure we can get to the expected inventory level. This doesn’t
happen in this example until the week ending February 20th, where 796 units are required to meet the inventory needs.

We include a production availability “flag” that tells the forecasting system whether or not an order can be placed. For
example if an item is imported and has a long lead time, perhaps the 796 units will not be available. In that case the flag
is changed from “Y” to “N” and the forecasts assumes the buy will not be made and adjusts the future buys and
inventory levels accordingly.
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The forecast schedule proved to be great for the wholesale planning team as well as the inventory planner at the
retailer. However higher management levels wanted to see recaps of the buys and the exceptions (items where
immediate action is required). Whether an immediate buy was required or an overstock existed, this forecast exception
report covered their needs:

Providing Visibility to the Business on a Weekly Level
Together with our client, we developed a discipline for studying the business in detail. On a weekly basis this involved
generating a variety of sales and inventory reports at various levels (SKU, category, brand, retailer, etc). Because we
offer customized reporting we were able to quickly access their needs and develop exactly what they wanted. It is also
very amenable to change, and has changed several times throughout our 3+ years engagement. The Weekly Analyst
report (see page 2) is the benchmark for each week. In addition we review the most recent 3 weeks and show sales
units, dollars, on hand inventory and sell through for each item, category and retailer in total.
Weekly Summary by Item and Category:
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Because most of the items we track are on-going and basic in nature we can provide a variety of comparisons between
this year and last year. This helps us ensure the curve for forecasting is constantly updated and points out aberrations in
business we were not expecting. This Year Vs. Last Year Report:

We look at the ratio between shipped and sold for each SKU to ensure the inventory remains balanced.
Selling Ratios Report:

From time to time we may also provide more detailed reporting at store level. The following chart shows how each item
performed in a given store. This report can be sorted to show groups of stores that do better with one type of item or
another. Related Performance Report:
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Conclusion
What started off as an engagement to fix a major inventory control problem at one retailer has turned into a major
competitive advantage for our client at multiple retail chains. For instance, ERS reporting helped this client grow its sales
at one National Home Center from 100 stores to 400 stores in one year. The weekly reports helped our client show the
buying team the sales potential by store, and also helped to analyze their inventory needs, which they love!
The wide scope of information presented in visually appealing reports provides their buyers with decision making tools
other vendors are cannot. Essentially, our client has become an enormous resource and trusted advisor, not just for
product, but for ensuring the business is performing to expectations. They pinpoint store execution opportunities,
ensure stores are properly inventoried, help allocate new products to the right stores minimizing risk, provide an
accurate forecast of sales and inventory needs and consistently recommend actions that improve the business. In fact,
ERS analytics (geographic maps and out-of-stock analysis) also helped this client save a $2 million item, by showing the
growth potential of the business. Once the client showed the buying team that their promotional displays were actually
hurting the business in some stores, the retailer agreed to put permanent fixtures in the stores.
Enhanced Retail Solutions consultants’ using our software tools enable our client to receive accurate reports quickly.
And because of our flexibility, changes can be made to reflect a particular strategy- whether it be sales, marketing or
planning. This has enabled our client to obtain and grow business that otherwise would have gone to their larger
competitors.
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